How can our distinguished research institution better tell the stories
of the Great Humanitarian? We fail if people come through and
leave in the same frame of mind. We succeed when people leave
pondering what they saw. That’s the essence of history: memory.
Thomas Schwartz, PhD
Director, Herbert Hoover Presidential Library and Museum

Children exclaiming “How cool!” as
they comb through books and clothing
inside vintage suitcases that traveled
the world.
Adults exchanging “I had no idea!”
glances as they scan posters and
view movie clips of history left out of
textbooks.
Multi-generational families
brainstorming volunteer projects they
want to bring to their communities.

What does it take for an ordinary afternoon
activity to become extraordinary—one that stays
in the hearts and minds of every participant?
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A mining engineer, humanitarian, statesman, and the 31st U.S. President, Herbert Hoover embodied the
values of honesty, leadership, and generosity. Born and laid to rest in West Branch, Iowa, Herbert, together
with his wife, Lou Henry, was unwavering in his efforts to put others’ needs ahead of his own, including
feeding the hungry, clothing the impoverished, and providing medical supplies to struggling countries. The
Hoovers’ remarkable life story of philanthropy and service is often clouded by the Great Depression that
gripped the economy during the presidency, yet the foresighted ideals they lived and led by have never
been more critical to impart.
The world is rapidly changing—and while the Hoovers’ values remain everlasting, the Herbert Hoover
Presidential Library and Museum’s aging exhibits have not withstood the test of time. Nearly 30 years
since its previous renovation, and the last of the 13 National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)
presidential museums to be updated in recent history, the museum is long overdue for modernized
exhibitions that effectively tell the story of the Great Humanitarian.

The Hoover Presidential Foundation celebrates and recommits
to the example of President and Lou Henry Hoover through
our ambitions for a revitalized museum. The Foundation’s
visionary plan for a modern, engaging visitor experience calls
for visionary philanthropy totaling $20 million.

It calls for you.
Please join us.
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UPHOLDING

UNIVERSAL VALUES
The Herbert Hoover Presidential Library and Museum encourages research and provides a narrative of the
life and presidency of Herbert Hoover and Lou Henry Hoover and their contemporaries upon the American
experience and beyond through educational and outreach programs, exhibits, website, social media, and
partnering with stakeholders in the global Hoover legacy. We protect, preserve, and provide access to the
records and artifacts entrusted to our care.
More than keepers of objects, Herbert Hoover
Presidential Library and Museum (HHPLM) shares
the story of Herbert and Lou Henry’s global legacy,
which is just as powerful as those built by the most
recognized presidential families. The Hoovers’
principles of integrity, hard work, simplicity, and
generosity guided them throughout their lives of
service to the nation and the world. The pair were
change-makers driven by values that transcend
politics—in fact, much of their influential work
was achieved in the years before and after the
presidency.
Believing that every individual should have the
opportunity to rise to the level of their talents and
ambitions, Herbert and Lou Henry earnestly worked
on behalf of others. Among their achievements of
incomparable magnitude was food relief for millions
of starving people across the globe during and after
the two world wars.
With a commitment to sharing the largely unknown
stories of the Hoovers and to inspiring others

to advocate for positive change in their own
communities, the Herbert Hoover Presidential
Library and Museum opened its doors on August 10,
1962—Herbert Hoover’s 88th birthday.
Located in West Branch on the grounds of the
Herbert Hoover National Historic Site, which is also
home to Herbert’s two-room birthplace cottage
and gravesite, HHPLM underwent a remodel and
expansion 30 years ago. Though the values of
President and First Lady Hoover are evergreen, the
then contemporary exhibits no longer adequately
tell the Hoovers’ quintessential American story. The
HHPLM experience must evolve in step with the
expectations of today’s museum-goers.
To reestablish the museum’s connection
with visitors through an elevated storytelling
experience, the Hoover Presidential Foundation is
embarking on a visionary Timeless Values | Modern
Experience campaign for the Herbert Hoover
Presidential Library and Museum.

Many are unaware that great granddad led such an impactful life beyond his term as President of the United
States. He was orphaned at nine and yet by 40 had traveled the globe five times over and had become a selfmade millionaire. After experiencing the atrocities of WWI, he and Lou Henry forwent their personal wealth to
dedicate their lives to public service. This campaign is our opportunity–and responsibility–to connect the public
with my grandparents’ inspirational story, empowering visitors to pursue their own humanitarian ambitions.
— Allan Hoover II, Herbert and Lou Henry Hoover’s Great Grandson
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TELLING

stories THAT STICK
Emotional connection shifts
attitudes, and the most
effective way to create such
emotional kinship with the past
is through the power of story.
Dynamic storytelling is central
to the enhanced museum
experience and will facilitate an
organic connection between
guests and the Hoover legacy
as they move from a theater
whose introductory film
sparks curiosity to curated
spaces where they can
touch, see, hear, and explore
stories of Herbert and Lou
Henry’s adventures and
goodwill. Utilizing immersive
settings, tactile exercises,
and a seamless integration
of technology, our worldrenowned design partner will
create an experience where
guests become an essential
part of the narrative.

Exhibitions, presentations, and
programs will continue to align
with Iowa education standards
to attract school and youth
group field trips. The campaign
will allow for expanded reach
in new and exciting ways,
including the innovative
Uncommon Iowans Center,
which will invite students to
take an active role in civics
lessons through high energy
role-playing simulations.
With your partnership, a
traditionally simple outing will
become one that achieves a
critical objective:
Guests will emerge
empowered to lead an
uncommon life, committed to
take action in creating positive
change through individual
enterprise and initiative in
service to humanity.

LEARN BY DOING
In the ultimate critical thinking gamebased exercise, the Uncommon Iowans
Center will invite students to role play
scenarios and consider key decisions
that have shaped the nation
Assuming
characters
such as
secretary of
state, policy
advisor,
and digital
correspondent,
students will
gather in a
government office replica—or connect
virtually from home or a classroom—to
solve a simulated crisis in real time.
Players will debate competing priorities,
make data-driven decisions, and
evaluate consequences of their choices.
Tailored scenarios could include:
•

Approving a proposal to protect the
health of the American people in the
face of COVID-19.

•

Organizing humanitarian food relief
during WWI and WWII.

DISCOVER YOUR PATH
Immersive storytelling will encourage guests of all ages and backgrounds to be active participants on their
own emotional journey of self-discovery—using each of their senses as the story comes to life. Among the
reimagined museum experiences will be opportunities to:
Enter a mine in the farthest
corner of Australia. Pick up
and examine pieces of stone
and minerals scattered around
the space.

Step into a travel office from
the early 20th century. Choose
a destination on an interactive
screen and watch the map
illuminate with a tale.

Explore Uncommon Lives,
a dynamic gallery honoring
everyday individuals who
reflect the Hoovers’ spirit of
compassion and service.
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INVESTING
			 IN THE future
Throughout their lifetime of service, particularly their commitment to children’s organizations such as the
Girl Scouts and the Girls and Boys Clubs, the Hoovers modeled the importance of investing in tomorrow.
The Timeless Values | Modern Experience campaign is an opportunity to sustain their investment far into
future, as the reimagined museum will inspire guests—young and old—to lead lives of positive impact.
While the library-museum is owned and operated by NARA, a federal agency, renovation projects require
100% of funds to be raised through private philanthropy.

With your support of the Foundation’s ambitious $20 million goal, we will:
Modernize the museum’s exhibition spaces ($17 MILLION)
Redesigning the museum’s existing landscape will enhance educational capabilities and transform the
overall visitor experience.
RENOVATION
The reimagined museum will integrate permanent, seasonal, and “pop up” daily experiences to
maximize flexibility and impact of storytelling.
ADDITION
A new reception, coat check, café, and retail area will welcome guests with gracious hospitality.

Launch the Uncommon Iowans Center ($2 MILLION)
Introducing web-based, content-rich role-playing simulations will make civics, humanities, and history
come alive.

Safeguard our Financial Foundation ($1 MILLION)
Establishing a healthy endowment fund will secure the maintenance of the renovated facilities and put the
institution on firmer long-term financial footing.
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HHPLM is poised to elevate the stories of
President and Lou Henry Hoover for the
betterment of Iowans, Americans, and the broader
society. With a goal to open the updated museum
on August 10, 2024—more than 30 years after
its previous renovation and on what would be
Hoover’s 150th birthday—there is no time to
waste.

We invite you to invest in the future of a
revitalized museum that will: revitalized
museum that will:

•

Offer state-of-the-art
permanent galleries created
by a world-renowned
strategic design and
production company

•

Create flexible gallery
space for seasonal, rotating
exhibitions that keep the
experience fresh and inspire
repeat visits

•

Utilize modern technology,
digital media, and physical
interactives to amplify
storytelling

•

Enhance synergy between
the museum, national
historic site, and the town
of West Branch while raising
public awareness of the
Hoovers

•

Align with and maximize
adaptability to Iowa’s
evolving educational
standards

•

Welcome an audience
inclusive of all ages and
backgrounds to expanded
online and onsite programs

Please join us...
What a gem we have in our museum—a treasure for the West
Branch community, state of Iowa, and beyond. Our updated
exhibition space and immersive experience will rival those of
more widely recognized presidential museums—all while keeping
our welcoming, humble Iowa charm.
Every day at the museum we strive to live up to the standards
modeled by Herbert and Lou Henry Hoover and other visionary,
uncommon individuals. With your support, we can welcome
an ever-greater audience to a museum that fosters ideals that
transcend time and politics. We look forward to your partnership
as we invite everyone who visits the museum—in person or
virtually—to strengthen their cooperation, volunteerism, and
dedication to lifelong learning.
With gratitude for your support,

Terry Branstad
Campaign Committee Co-Chair
Former Governor of Iowa
Former Ambassador to China

Margaret Hoover
Campaign Committee Co-Chair
Trustee, Hoover Presidential
Foundation
Host, Firing Line with Margaret
Hoover
Herbert Hoover’s Great
Granddaughter
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Start a conversation
with co-chairs Terry and Margaret
about the museum’s plans for the future:
TimelessValues@HooverPF.org
(123) 456-7899
TimelessValuesCampaign.org

The Hoover Presidential Foundation promotes and supports the
Herbert Hoover Presidential Library and Museum, National Historic Site,
and programs that relate to and enhance the understanding of Herbert
Hoover as president and humanitarian.

